Core CPD 2019

Seminars and speakers

Business of architecture: exploring ethics in practice
This seminar will explore the daily ethical dilemmas faced by architects, from employment decisions to selecting projects and specifying materials. You will have the opportunity to reflect on such ethical issues, discuss them with fellow professionals and hear new and different ways to take an ethical stance in your work.

Speaker: Alastair Ben Dixon, Collective Works and Cary Rowlands, Royal Institute of British Architects

CDM 2015: your essential guide to Designer duties
This seminar will demystify the regulations and help you understand how to apply health and safety design risk management on your projects. CDM should be utilised as a collaborative tool, developing the design and construction process to enhance health and safety in the built environment ensuring that we consider design implications throughout the delivery of a project. This seminar will analyse how the safe approach used at design stage can have an impact on the building when in use.

Speaker: Peter Waxman, Multiplex CDM and Carys Rowlands, Royal Institute of British Architects

Business planning: key to running a successful practice
This seminar will be a lively mix of theory and practical exercises on four themes: business planning, marketing, managing people and making money. This seminar will make these themes by sharing real-world case studies related to winning work and managing a business, with a focus on identifying actions you can implement immediately to see concrete results.

Speaker: Lucy Max, ALMR Business Consulting

Fire Safety for designers Post-Grenfell
Post Grenfell, the Independent Review of Building Regulations and the fire safety review have clarified the regulatory framework and the safety processes are under review for purpose. The construction industry must change its culture and this seminar will question existing compliances, offering a common-sense protocol to achieve this objective.

Speaker: Paul Bussey, Alfred Hollingworth Moore

Project management: delivering high quality outcomes
By attending this seminar, you will gain increased awareness of key considerations in managing projects, including practical management risks, change and quality. This seminar will cover key project management principles and processes linked to the project lifecycle, communication, phases, scope and deliverables, alongside benefits and outcomes for clients and stakeholders.

Speaker: Tim Doherty, TACIP

The big wins: deliverable and cost-effective sustainable design solutions
We need low energy for every project, including the green exemplar. This seminar will give you the knowledge to assess cost and energy implications of your design decisions, so performance can be optimised, rather than tick-boxed.

Speaker: Sally Gough, Willmott Dixon

Inclusive environments: design strategies for neighbourhoods of the future
Designers need to take the journey in a way that people will enjoy how the buildings they experience impact on them and their daily lives. This seminar will look at how to incorporate design principles, during all stages of need and how to engage with users. It will also provide an update on inclusive design regulations and strategies for the future.

Speaker: Emma Ludington, Living Well at Home Ltd

Community engagement: collaborative design techniques
This interactive seminar will explore how to work with community stakeholders and clients through collaborative design processes. Exploring design engagement from a practitioner’s perspective and understanding the roles, challenges and opportunities, this seminar will also provide you with practical tools and approaches to use in your own work.

Speaker: Sophie de Sousa, The Glass House

Plan of Work through the conservation lens
This seminar will provide an understanding of the complex issues to consider when dealing with projects involving historic buildings and how conservation principles are applied throughout a project’s progress from brief development through to completion.

Speaker: Lisa McBain, Swain Architecture

Ensuring safety through specification and detailing
Looking at safety through specification and detailing by focusing on the principles of the Designer responsibilities and the importance of drawings and specifications in the delivery of projects, this seminar will look at the role specification and design can have in an impact on the building when in use.

Speaker: Paula Soffa or Jonathan Malin, AECOM Specification Consulting

Time allocation for your CPD

25% Reading
25% Other internal CPD
50% or more Structured CPD (required)

Core Curriculum

The RIBA CPD programme is designed to help you get the CPD you need.

Whether it’s structural or external, if you can learn from it, you can make it count! Methods of CPD learning are as diverse as the topics they cover around architecture, project delivery, business skills, articles, podcasts and online learning, or even factory tours and trade show visits. However, the RIBA CPD Core programme can provide you with your core requirement needs.

You are able to dictate the route your Continuing Professional Development takes, choosing the subjects that suit you, strengthen your expertise and broaden your knowledge.

Seminar titles

Business of architecture: exploring ethics in practice

Project management: delivering high quality outcomes

Fire Safety for designers Post-Grenfell

Inclusive environments: design strategies for neighbourhoods of the future

Community engagement: collaborative design techniques

Plan of Work through the conservation lens

Ensuring safety through specification and detailing

Your CPD enables you to plan your career, strengthen your business, update your knowledge and acquire new skills and specialisms in increasingly competitive markets.

Requirements for RIBA chartered members:

• At least 35 hours of CPD per year at least 50% should be “structured” learning e.g. seminars
• At least 20 of the 35 hours should come from the RIBA Core Curriculum topics

Award of at least 100 points to the annual CPD activities carried out

Core curriculum topics

1 Architecture for social purpose
2 Health, safety and wellbeing
3 Business, clients and services
4 Engaging with clients and communities
5 Business, clients and services
6 Procurement and contracts
7 Legal, regulatory and statutory compliance
8 Places, planning and communities
9 Inclusive environments
10 Design construction and technology
11 Health, safety and wellbeing
12 Buildings and construction processes
13 Environment and sustainability
14 Design construction and technology
15 Health, safety and wellbeing
16 Legal, regulatory and statutory compliance
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Supported by the Chartered Institute of Architectural Technologists
Ten ways to book CPD seminars

- Join the RIBA CPD Club to keep up to date, develop knowledge and meet fellow professionals. Enroll for all 10 seminars.
- Pay as you go and purchase seminars individually.

CPD Club Ticket

This CPD club ticket provides a great structured approach to training and development for architects and other construction professionals, as well as those working in related fields. The ticket includes:
- 10 dinner events
- 25 hours of RIBA Core Curriculum training

The Royal Society of Architects in Wales (WSAR) offers a separate CPD programme for all practitioners working in Wales, tailored to reflect the issues faced by architects in the cultural context. To book, contact the WSAR on 02920 921978. More information can be found at www.architecture.com/wales/

How to book

- Book your Club Ticket online at https://www.architecture.com/corecpd/ #RIBACPDPD #BeInformed
- Contact your RIBA regional office for your CPD requirements, contact details can be found at https://www.architecture.com/corecpd/ #RIBACPDPD #BeInformed
- Go to your CPD online service at www.architectsdirect.com/WhitsOn

For a detailed seminar overview go to www.architecture.com/ CPD

Once we receive your booking request and payment, we will send you a confirmation. We will issue a reminder several days before the seminar date.

Speaker: Paul Bunting, AIHT, MCIHT, LRIBA

Paul is chair of the Institute of Heritage and Construction Technicians (IHHT). He has a background in construction and heritage and is a member of the RIBA Board of Trustees. Paul has extensive experience in providing training in technical design and specification knowledge to members of the industry.

- B tucked in a strange world where the ethical function of design is in continual evolution. As a result, the CPD programme must be dynamic, engaging and adaptable to reflect the changing needs of the architectural sector.
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